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Abstract. This paper presents a real-time segmentation method for
curved needles in biological tissue based on analysis of B-mode and power
Doppler images from a tracked 2D ultrasound transducer. Mechanical vi-
bration induced by an external voice coil results in a Doppler response
along the needle shaft, which is centered around the needle section in
the ultrasound image. First, B-mode image analysis is performed within
regions of interest indicated by the Doppler response to create a segmen-
tation of the needle section in the ultrasound image. Next, each needle
section is decomposed into a sequence of points and transformed into a
global coordinate system using the tracked transducer pose. Finally, the
3D shape is reconstructed from these points. The results of this method
differ from manual segmentation by 0.71±0.55 mm in needle tip location
and 0.38±0.27 mm along the needle shaft. This method is also fast, tak-
ing 5-10 ms to run on a standard PC, and is particularly advantageous
in robotic needle steering, which involves thin, curved needles with poor
echogenicity.

1 Introduction

Needle-based percutaneous diagnostic and interventional procedures allow ac-
cess to anatomical targets deep inside the body with minimal trauma to the
patient. In many of these procedures, needles are inserted using image guidance
by real-time ultrasound. While ultrasound has many advantages—it is fast, safe,
portable, and inexpensive—standard B-mode (grayscale) ultrasound generally
produces images with poor needle visibility [3]. This can make it difficult for
clinicians to localize the needle with respect to anatomy. Poor needle visibility is
also problematic in image-guided robotic interventions, which require automatic
segmentation of needles from image data. A needle steered by a robot requires
segmentation techniques that can accurately identify the shape of very thin nee-
dles inserted along curved paths through biological tissue. This image analysis
problem motivates the segmentation method described in this paper.

Most existing methods for ultrasound segmentation apply peak detection on
the Hough or Radon transform of the image. Offline methods have been described
for segmenting curved needles by detection of a sequence of straight line segments
that are combined to form a curved result [1,12], as well as a Hough transform
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modified to include needle bending parameters directly [11,12,14]. Real-time
methods have been demonstrated for segmentation of straight needles. These
include dual-plane projections [4] and coarse-fine sampling [5,15]. All of these
methods assume that the needle is the brightest reflector in the ultrasound data,
and also that there are no roughly linear objects other than the needle. These
may not be valid assumptions in biological tissue.

The underlying issues that make automatic needle segmentation difficult in
biological tissue are twofold: the poor visibility of needles in B-Mode ultrasound,
and the visual similarity of needles to biological structures such as vessels and
tissue boundaries. Coatings or surface treatments can improve the echogenic-
ity of needles [3], but computationally intensive methods based on the Hough
transform are still necessary to isolate the needle from the surrounding anatomy.
Ultrasound sensors mounted directly on the needle tip have been used for track-
ing [10]. However, the flexibility and small diameter of steerable needles [2],
precludes the use of mounted sensors in our work. An alternative approach is
to vibrate the needle and detect the motion using Doppler ultrasound. Several
studies demonstrated that the resulting Doppler response can increase needle vis-
ibility and enable needle tip localization to within several millimeters [6,7,8,9].
Segmentation of vibrating steerable needles from Doppler data alone has also
been demonstrated, with an average error of several millimeters [2].

Doppler and B-mode imaging each have advantages with regards to needle
segmentation. The irregular Doppler response around a vibrating needle indi-
cates the approximate shape and location of the needle section, while B-mode
data shows a more precise, but less echogenic, response. We propose a new seg-
mentation method, which fuses B-mode and Doppler ultrasound to combine the
benefits of both modalities. This method can isolate needles from other linear
structures, and is computationally simple.

Although needle vibration and Doppler imaging may be used to segment a
needle that is contained entirely within the ultrasound image plane (i.e. seg-
mentation from 2D ultrasound), this work addresses the segmentation of curved
needles in non-planar configurations which arise in our motivating application,
needle steering. In particular, our segmentation method uses a tracked free-
hand 2D transducer swept over the length of curved steerable needles in ex vivo
biological tissue.

2 Methods

Figure 1 provides an overview of our segmentation method, in which external
high-frequency vibration of the needle causes a Doppler response in the ultra-
sound image. This response roughly indicates the needle section’s location and
shape, simplifying B-mode image analysis. Our method consists of two main
steps: image analysis and curve-fitting. Image analysis is applied to pairs of
power Doppler and B-mode ultrasound images, in order to generate candidate
needle points. Curve-fitting generates an estimate of needle shape and length
based on these points.
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Fig. 1. Two extremes of relative needle-transducer orientation are demonstrated. A
magnetically tracked freehand ultrasound transducer is manually swept over an ex-
ternally vibrated, curved, steerable needle. Power Doppler and B-mode images are
analyzed to generate candidate needle points (blue circles). Using the candidate needle
positions, the needle shape is reconstructed in a curve-fitting step. On the left, the
needle is in the ultrasound image plane. On the right, the needle appears as a point.

2.1 Image Analysis

Our image analysis method (Figure 2) is applied to pairs of Power Doppler and
B-mode images. For each pair, the Power Doppler image is processed first, in
order to identify regions of interest (ROIs) in the B-mode image. These ROIs in
the B-mode image are then processed to identify candidate needle locations.

Doppler Analysis. Rectangular Doppler ROIs {R1, . . . , Rn} are initially de-
fined as bounding rectangles for the connected components of the power Doppler
image. First, ROIs with area or cumulative intensity less than specified thresh-
olds are labeled Doppler noise and discarded. These thresholds were set em-
pirically. The ROIs are then clustered based on mutual proximity. ROIs Ri, Rj

are combined if d(Ri, Rj) <
1
16 max (w(Ri) + h(Ri), w(Rj) + h(Rj)) where func-

tions w(R) and h(R) return the width and height of rectangular ROIs, and
d(Ri, Rj) = min ({|xi − xj| : xi ∈ Ri, xj ∈ Rj}).
B-mode Analysis. The clustered Doppler ROIs define the portions of the B-
mode image that will be analyzed. Within each ROI, the B-mode is binarized us-
ing Otsu threshold selection [13], yielding a set of connected components in the
B-mode data. These connected components, or blobs, represent salient structures
within the B-mode image that are in the vicinity of a Doppler response. If the nee-
dle was constrained to be nearly perpendicular to the imaging plane, these blobs
would approximate circular needle cross sections, so the blob centroids could be
used directly as candidate needle positions. However, since the needle may par-
tially lie within the imaging plane, some images contain curved needle sections,
which should result in multiple candidate needle points. To handle both cases, we
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Fig. 2. Image analysis for transverse and in-plane needle sections. Regions of interest
(ROIs) are generated based on the Doppler response. ROIs are clustered, filtered, and
applied to the corresponding B-mode image. An adaptive threshold identifies salient
features in the B-mode ROIs, and ellipses are fit to the B-mode response. One or more
candidate needle points (blue circles) are identified for each ellipse, with multiple points
at regular spacing for more eccentric ellipses.

assume that any in-plane needle section is small enough that it can be approxi-
mated as linear. The method determines the extent of the in-plane needle section
by fitting an ellipse to each B-mode blob. It does this by modeling the B-mode
intensity within each ROI as a bi-variate normal distribution with mean μ ∈ R

2

and covariance Σ ∈ R
2×2. The ellipse’s major axis is defined by the dominant

eigenvector ofΣ. As shown in Figure 2, the major axis of each ellipse is split into
increments of length δ, with a candidate needle position reported at the boundary
of each increment. Here, we set δ = 1.5 mm (three times the needle diameter) to
account for the needle reverberation artifact. The 2D candidate needle positions
are transformed to 3D world coordinates based on the recorded ultrasound trans-
ducer pose. This method does not handle highly curved needles contained within
the ultrasound image, but could be extended by replacing ellipse-fitting with a
step that approximates the curved shape of each B-mode blob.

Confidence Scoring. Each candidate needle point defined by image analysis is
given a confidence score s, which represents agreement between Doppler and B-
mode image data. This score is proportional to both the intensity of the Doppler
response and B-mode responses, and inversely proportional to the distance be-
tween the candidate point location and the Doppler centroid.

2.2 Curve Fitting

At each time step (i.e., after an image pair is processed to yield new candidate
needle positions), a series of curve-fitting operations update a previous model
for the needle shape, defined by a vector of third-order polynomial functions
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Fig. 3. Curve fitting: (a) The curve is initialized based on a linear fit to the first 30
Doppler image centroids. (b) After each image is processed, outlier candidate points are
rejected based on distance from the previous curve estimate, and the curve is updated.
(c) The range of the curve is updated to identify the tip.

P = [px(t), py(t), pz(t)]
T
, and a valid parameter range R = [tbase, ttip]

T. To
initialize this iterative process, the needle shape is defined by a linear fit to the
overall image centroids from the first 30 power Doppler frames.

Polynomial Update. Although the power Doppler response tends to be fo-
cused around the vibrating needle, Doppler responses also appear around other
bright, salient features in the B-mode. Since the image analysis step erroneously
labels these points as candidate needle locations, outlier rejection is a crucial
component of our curve-fitting step.

At each time step, all candidate needle points from all time steps are re-
assessed for outlier status. A candidate needle point is labeled an outlier if its dis-
tance from the needle model generated in the previous time step is greater than
an adaptive threshold, α. As the number of measurements grows, the method be-
comes more selective in its labeling of inliers to increase accuracy. To accomplish
this, the distance threshold, α, starts at 5 mm and is decreased linearly to 0.5 mm
as the inlier set grows to a predefined saturation point, Nmax. (Nmax = 300 in
our implementation.) Using an adaptive threshold allows our method to begin
with a relaxed labeling of inliers (high α) to prevent convergence onto a false
solution without decreasing accuracy at later time steps.

After outliers are rejected, the inliers are parameterized by their projection
onto the principal axis of the set, yielding parameters {t1, . . . , tNinliers

}. A new

polynomial model P = [px, py, pz]
T

is then defined by a least-squares fit to
the x-y-z coordinates of each of the inlier points, weighted by the set of image
confidence scores {s1, . . . , sNinliers

}.
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Range Update. The parameter range R = [tbase, ttip]
T defines the location of

the needle tip along the polynomial curve. In many needle segmentation methods,
locating the needle tip along the needle axis is the most difficult step because
noise or poor echogenicity of the needle may cause the tip estimate to be grossly
incorrect. In our case, simply updating the parameter range based on the new
range, [t1, tNinliers

], can result in large errors, due to spurious Doppler response
far from the needle. Instead, for tk > ttip, ttip is updated to tk if and only
if 1

(tk−ttip)2

∑
si∈Itk

ttip

si > σ, where Itk
ttip = {ti ∈ I : ttip < ti <= tk} is the

set of scores of inliers whose parameter value is greater than our current upper
limit for the parameter range ttip, and σ is a threshold. An analogous check is
performed for tk < tbase. This condition only allows extensions of the range to
inlier positions that are close to the existing model or are not isolated.

2.3 Experimental Procedure

Apparatus. A SonixMDP ultrasound console (Ultrasonix Medical Corp., Rich-
mond, Canada) with a tracked (SonixGPS) linear 2D transducer (L14-5/38) was
used for imaging. An asymmetric-tip Nitinol needle with outer diameter of 0.8
mm was inserted along a curved path in ex vivo bovine liver tissue obtained
fresh from a local butcher. The needle was connected to a voice coil actuator
and attached to a needle steering robot. The needle segmentation method was
implemented in C++ and used the Ultrasonix research SDK to receive ultra-
sound image data (640×480 array of RGB pixels) in real time over a network
connection. The segmentation software ran on a typical Core i5 processor (Intel
Corp., Santa Clara, CA).

Procedure. A reference segmentation was created for comparison by manually
identifying the needle in each image, and fitting a 3D polynomial to the identified
points. Range was defined based on the extent of the manual points. Nine scans
were performed for nine different curved needle paths, with radius of curvature
ranging from 30 cm to 6.8 cm. Ultrasound imaging depth was set to 4 cm,
Doppler pulse repetition frequency (PRF) was set to 1.4 kHz, and Doppler wall
motion filter (WMF) was set between 450 Hz and 600 Hz for all tests.

3 Results

Across nine tests, the mean error between manual segmentation and the method’s
results was 0.38± 0.27 mm. The average discrepancy between estimated tip posi-
tion and manual tip position was 0.71± 0.55 mm. While we do not have an abso-
lute measure of the accuracy of manual segmentation, we show that our method
consistently produces results that match manual segmentation.

The robustness and efficiency of the segmentation method result from the use
of the Doppler response as a highlighter for B-mode segmentation. This response
provides three advantages: (1) an indication of the extents and locations of poten-
tial needle cross-sections within a frame, which means the method does not rely
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Fig. 4. Segmentation results (Table 1): (a) Automatic segmentation and reference man-
ual segmentation for Scan 6. (b) Inlier and outlier candidate points for Scan 6. (c) Seg-
mentation output and reference manual segmentation for Scan 3. (d) Inlier and outlier
candidate points for Scan 3. (e) Comparison of estimated needle tip position with man-
ual segmentation for Scan 1. The tip position difference (0.85 mm) was primarily along
the needle’s axis.

Table 1. Error and Performance Metrics for each Scan

Scan 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Tip Error (mm) 0.85 0.25 0.84 1.78 0.14 1.35 0.43 0.38 0.40

Mean Seg. Error (mm) 0.370 0.300 0.372 0.308 0.394 0.441 0.316 0.438 0.504

Seg. Error Std. Dev. (mm) 0.202 0.133 0.171 0.280 0.249 0.238 0.189 0.316 0.611

Exec. Time (ms) 5.16 6.14 6.89 7.58 6.64 5.97 7.12 7.93 9.26

Needle Radius (cm) 33.59 20.62 23.48 61.33 20.17 6.98 8.22 13.99 9.69

on the needle being the most echoic structure in the frame, (2) a rough first model
of 3D needle shape for outlier rejection, and (3) an indication of when the trans-
ducer has moved past the needle during a scan. An important application of this
work is guidance of a needle steering robot. To generate nearly real-time feedback
of needle tip pose and position with this method, an operator or robot must fol-
low the movement of the needle as it is inserted so that the needle-tip is contained
within the ultrasound image plane as often as possible.

4 Conclusion

We described a method for segmenting curved needles based on a fusion of
Doppler and B-mode ultrasound data. This method is more accurate, more ro-
bust, and faster than segmentation based on only one modality. Experiments
demonstrated that this method results in an error on the order of 0.5 mm along
the needle curve and 1 mm at the tip in ex vivo bovine tissue when compared
to manual segmentation. This method executes in less than 10 ms per time step
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on a standard processor. In future work, we will test the method in in vivo ani-
mal experiments, where organ movement and blood-flow may generate Doppler
responses that compete with the needle vibration response.
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